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INT.RODUCTION 

~e black stem rust, ~gcinia graminis tritici, ( riks. & 

Henn.), is one of the most important factors in lowering the yield of 

wheat . It has caused enonnous losses, especially in the hard red spring 

wheat area.in the past five years. The eradication of the common bar

berry, now progressing over a wide area, undoubtedly will reduce losses 

caused by stem rust. But it is probable that rust will not be elimin

ated entirely by this means, and the development of resistant varieties 

with high milling ability and other necessary agronomic cmracters, 

therefore, is very desirable. 

~e purpose of this paper is to present facts regarding the 

mode of inheritance of rust resistance in relation to the inheritance 

of (winter versus spring) growth habit in a cross between Kanred and 

Marquis Wheats. ~e results were obtained in the course of cooperative 

investigations between the Office of Cereal Investigations, Bureau o! 

Plant Industry, United States De:tartment of .Agriculture, and the Dep

artment of Agriculture, of the University of Minnesota. 

J!Qview of Literature_. 

Biffin (1) and Nilsson-Ehle (10) have shown that it is possi-

ble by hybridization to develop varieties of wheat resistant to Puo-

oinnig glugru,m riks. & Henn.). sistance and susceptibility were 

found by Biffin to segregate in a simple Mendelian ratio, with suscep

tibility dominant; while Nilsso~e obtained definite proof of the 

inheritance of rust resistance but f.ound that 1he results could be eL-
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plained only by assuming that several factors were present . 

The production of varieties of wheat resistant to stem rust ' 
however, is a complex problem. It was generally supposed that only 

one form of stem rust caused the epidemics on wheat although some of 

the early workers believed the parasitic c~abilities of the rust to 

be modified easily (2} . Stakman and Piemeisel (15) followed by others 

(9) (8) (13), have proved the existence of many biologic forms of stem 

rust . 

This discovery explained why the sture variety of h.ea t my 

be resistant when grown in one locality and susceptible hen grown in 

another, or why a meat variety my be resistant in the same locality 

one year and susceptible the next year. It is then very evident that 

if a wheat is to be resistant ~n the field it must be resistant to all 

of the biologic forms present in the locality in whiCh it is to be 

grown. 

Recently Hayes, Parker and Kurtzweil (7) studied resistance 

and susoeptibili ty to s single biologic fo~ in cro_sses between oomnon 

and durum wheats and comnon and emmer wheats. It w. s shown that the 

inheritance of resistance and susceptibility to this form of rust was 

not the same in different crosses. In the durum common cross suscep

tibility appeared to be dominant to resistance . In the emmer common 

cross the F1 was re~istant , but not as resistant as the emmer rent . 

There was . some linkage in transmission between the emmer and durwn types 

and resistance to stem rust . Besistant emmer and durwn types were very 

common while it was quite difficult to obtain resistant common he t . 

During the past year Puttick (lll has reported the results of 

a study on the reaction of the F 2 plants of a cross between two varie
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ties of wheat which react reciprocally to two biolo ic forms of stem 

rust . 1~ny gradations in reaction appeared, varying from complete 

susceptibility and immunity to both forms of rust . 

Extensive rust surveys have been made during the last few 

years . The prevalence , distribution and virulence of the various bi 

ologic forms of Puccinia gpaminis tritici are nmv being ascertained 

and the parasitic effect on the hosts seems to be constant (14) for 

all practical purposes. The breeder now has a definite basic foun

dation for the development of varieties resistant to attacks of stem 

rust. 

Twenty-one biologic *forms of rust have been found in the 

upper half of t e ~ississippi Valley. The winter wneat, Kanred , is 

resistant to two of these forms ad is immune to eleven of tlum. he 

value of this variety in breeding a rust resistant s ring heat is 

apparent . If a spring wheat could be isolated from the progeny of a 

Kanred x llarquis cross, hich v.o uld be resistant to sane or all of 

the forms to which the l<i. nter parent is resistan t , th at least one 

step would be added to the ~ny which vill be needed to produce a 

generally resistant variety . 

Growth habit , as used in this per, is meant to indicate 

that general difference vmich exists . between true sJring and i er 

varieties in their ability to produce leads nor~lly when panted in 

the spring of the year. ee late l . ) Kanred is a true winter heat 

which, when planted in the spring, at University arm , t . Paul , Uinn

esota, produces on~y an occasional head late in the season and does 

not set seed . llarquis is a true spri wneat n "ch , when lanted in t "e 

•Unpublished data by • c. Stakrnan, and ll. • Levine . 
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fall, seldom, if ever, lives through the winter. 

Apparently few investigations have been made on the inheri

tance of growth habit. Innumerable observations have been reported in 

literature on the differences in heading period and maturity between 

varieties in both spring and winter grains . These differences, while 

they may be of the same general nature as winter habit, are comparative

ly very minute . These differences in growth habit are OJ natant as 

was shown by Fruwirth (4) in 1918. A single head of whe t was selec

ted and divided into two parts. One half of this seed was constantly 

sown in the fall and the other half in the spring. This process was 

continued for eight years . The two lots of seed were then planted to

gether in both the fall and spring and the growth habits com ared. 

The period of blossoming and ripening was the same for all plots; 

showing that selection within a pure line s of no value . 

The nature of the processes involved in brin).ng about the 

heading period has been a matter of s eculat ion for some ti e 

climatic units which control these processes and permit inter grains 

to produce seed are finely interwoven. Altho h tempera tu.re and mois

ture are very important factors in the growth and maturing of plants 

it is quite evident from the plant life about us that the time of 

fl ering and fruiting of most plants is definitely connected in sane 

way with the advance of the season. Garner aal Allard (6) have clear

ly demonstrated this third factor to be the o· ange in length of day 

and night . They found that certain pl~ts which ordinarily required 

a short day for flowering and fruiting could be induced to flower ~d 

fruit in the middle of the sumner by shortening the length of day to 
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that which was normal for the regular flowering season. This was done 

by placing the plants in a dark-house for a certain number of hours eaoh 

day. 

In contrast to this group of plants vbich required a short 

day for flowering and fruiting is that group of plants which require a 

long day of light. These plants flower regularly in the late spring or 

early suiiDmr. Garner and Allard place our mmll grains in this group. 

As regards the inheritance of the grov1th habit character, the 

results reported by previous workers do not at first appear to be in full 

agreement. Spillman (12) in 1909 reports that the winter character was 

dominant over the spring character in a cross between a common winter 

wheat and a club spring wheat . 

Fruwirth (3}, in 1910, cites Tscher.mak as r~ving reported that 

the winter type was dominant over the spring type. The first generation 

of hybrids, when sown in the fall, wintered over somewhat better than the 

true wi. nter forms; but when sown in the spring, they remained dormant 

nearly throughout the whole summer. Single shoots appeared and began to 

blossom but produced no seed. 

Gaines (5), in 1917, reForts a cross between two sprin5 varie-

ties of barley, Rice and Beardless, from which he obtained a segregation 

of spring and winter types. The Fl. when plan ted in the spring headed 

normally. In the F2 there was a ratio of three winter plants to thirteen 

spring plants . The plants in the third generation bred fairly close to 

expected ratios. He found that seasonal variations influenced the head

ing periods and consequently the ratios . The segregation in the F2, how

ever, indicates a dominance of the spring type over the winter type. 

A detailed and complete study on the genetic nature of growth 
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habit in wheat varieties has recently been presented by Vavilov and 

Kouznetzova (16). They crossed a common winter wheat ~ith a spri 

club wheat and found a clear dominance of the sprin Character over 

the winter character. There was a complicated segregation in the 2 

and some of the segregates, includino many intermediates, were homo

zygous in the F3• Of the 552 F2 plants 500 ere e rly or late s r 

plants and 52 were typical winter plants . The results obtained by 

the writer on the inheritance of spring and winter habit are quite 

in accord with those ' of Vavilov and Kouznetzova . 

Materials and xperimental Cethods. 

In the sumner of 1918, ~rquis, a hi ·h quality hard co on 

spring wheat , as crossed with Kanred , a high quality nard red selec

tion from Crimean winter wheat . ~e latter is immune to several dif-

ferent biologic forms of stem rust. 

The seed was planted in the fall of the same year. Qhere 

ere eighty plants, two of hich were w'nter-ki lled and fi e of which 

were not crosses. The recaind~r of the pl ts ~er harvested indi

vidually and planted in tl~e sprin of 1920. 

In the second generation a population of a proximately 5 ,000 

plants was gro In ord~.or to facilitate the studY of tr1e indiv dual 

plants, the seed, :aen planted, was spaced to three inches in tne r 

and the raws placed one foot apart. The date of emergence of the first 

head on each plant was noted. There as a continuous series for date 

of head emergence in the hybrids , varying all t1 e way fro m t ose ich 

did not emerge at all, and thus resembled the 'ntcr parent . ee 

plate 2.) The time of heading s divided into weekly periods . One 

.eek from the day that the first plant headed , t -s were placed on 
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plants on which one or more heads had emerged. These comprised the 

first class . All of the Marquis check plants headed during the same 

period as did those plants included in the first class . One weak 

later tags were attached to all plants which had headed since those 

of class I . ~ese constitute the second class . String tags of a 

different color or size were used for each period. This process was 

continued for eight weeks, after which period no more plants headed. 

The plants which did not head were classed as true winter types . The 

winter parent checks did not head, and fell into the same class as 

the winter hybrids. 

Six~-five families from the first seven classes in the Fz 

were grown in the F3 . The plants from the seventh class produced only 

a few seeds while those of the eighth class headed so late that no seed 

was produced at all . The seed, when planted, was again spaced as in 

the second generation so that a study could be made of the individual 

plants . 

A number of the f amilies were uniform for eading period 

in the .F3• In those cases t he entire plot was simply given a general 

heading dat as in a variety test . A nunmer of t he families were het

erozygous for date of head eme rgence . In those plots a final count 

was made at harvest ti~e of the number of lants ~hich failed to head 

and the number which produced heads. 

The rust studies were made by ~70 ners l methods . The first 

consisted of growlng the plants in the field under an artificial epi

demic produced with several different biologic forms of stem rust . ~~e 

second consisted of inoculating the plants in the seedlin~ stage under 

control conditions in the greenhouse with cultures of the vari ous bi

ologic forms . 
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In the second generation all the plants were grown in the 

field under an artificial stem rust epidemic, produced by spraying the 

plants with a suspension of urediniospores of several different biologic 

forms . Both parents were su$ceptible to some of the rust forms which 

were used. All of the hybrid material was as susceptible as either 

parent under this artificial epidemic and a detailed genetic study of 

the inheritance of rust resistance under field conditions, therefore, 

could not be made. Such results would have only a general indicative 

value. 

The genetic studies on the inheritance of resistance and sus

ceptibility to these various biologic forms of rust were made in the 

greenhouse under controlled conditions . This was done by inoculat i ng 

the F3 seedlings with cultures of urediniospores of irn.OVln biologic 

forms. 

In the greenhouse the seedlings were gro• n in four-inch pots 

and when they were one and on~-half to ~vo inches in height, they ere 

inoculated with the urediniospores. fter inoculation they were placed 

in a glass-top ed chamber and incubated for forty-eight hours. The 

notes on infection were taken ~·relve to fourteen days aft~r the date or 

inoculation. ome of the plants were completely susceptible and the 

others were inrnune; there were no intermediate types of infection. The 

uredinia were large~ coalescing and normal in ev~ respect on both the 

rquis seedlings and on susceptible hybrid seedlings. The seedlings 

of Kanred and tl e resistant hybrids were im:::lUlle . There 'ore no inter

zrediate types of infection. This fact sit;" plified tt.e problem of re

cording tne rust reaction of t he large number of plants tested by nec

essitating the use of only two classes, immune and susceptible. 
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An intensive study was made by testing a large number of F3 

plants with a single known biolo6ic form to which one parent (Marquis) 

is susceptible and the other parent (Kanred) is resistant . The ques

tion which then naturally arises is, how is the reaction of the host 

to all of these biologic forms inherited? re they all inherited as 

a single ge.netic factor , or is each one carried as a single genetic 

factor? An attempt was made to solve this question by inoculating var-

ious F3 selections which were homozygous in their reaction to the first 

1orm studied with twelve other biologic forms of stem rust . 

~erimental Results . 

The Mode of Inberitance of GrQITth Habit . 

The first generation material was planted in the fall. By 

the high percentage of sprint; survival the F1 plants showed to some 

extent the influence of the winter parent . Only tv•o plants out of 

seventy-five were killed during the winter. However, the winter was 

quite mild, as winter wheat in general was injured but little . Had 

the winter been severe , it is ossible that a large percentage of t he 

first generation plants would have been killed. o F]. plants were 

grown from spring sown seed . 

All of the seed from the 1 as sown in the spring of the 

following year. This gave an F2 population of 5 ,250 plants . Of this 

number 4 , 308 plants produced heads during t e summer, and 442 plants 

failed to produce heads . Of the fo rzz:e r , 980 plants aded at t~ sa roo 

time as the spring parent. In the second period 1502 plants headed , 

which is the greatest number to fall into any one heading period. From 

the second period on to the eighth period, there was a gradual decrease 

in the number of plants . In the eibhth period there were onl 19 
- 10-



plants. The total number of plants for each class is shown in the 

chart. (See Fig . 1. ) From the chart it is very evident that the seg-

regation of the plants for growth habit aracters in the 2 is of a 

complex nature . All of the plants in the first five classes grew to 

maturity and produced seed like any ordinary spring wheat variety. It 

would be quite fair, then, to assume that in general the plants in 

these first five classes could reasonably well represent the true ~ring 

type . If such were the case we would have a proportion of 4,350 plants 

of the spring type to 900 of the winter type, a ratio of approximately 

five spring to one winter. If it were assumed that all plants which 

headed during the summer were spring types we would have a ratio of 

approximately nine spring to one winter. In either case t "ere is a 

partial dominance in the cross of the spring habit over the winter habit. 

A study was made to ascertain whether there as any correlation 

between t_he inheritance of growth habit and awns . 392 plants 1ere 

tabulated according to .their growth habit in relation to t he awned 

character. The awned character was recorded from t he 2 Individual 

plants ~d checked by the progeny performance in the F3• ( ee 1able I.) 

Table I , T.he relation between awns and growth habit in F2. 

Kanred x Marquis Progeny. 

Heading 
Period 

I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
VII 
VIII 

:~:OTJ..L 

. . 

No. of Plants 
ith Awns• 

18 
17 
14 
21 
23 
29 

6 
1 

129 

. . 

o. of Plants 1i th No. of Plants 
Intermediate Awns • Awnless . 

25 14 
29 11 
21 16 
21 24 
26 16 
41 38 

9 11 
1 

172 131 
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The results presented in Table I show that tmre is a lack 

of con-elation in the inheritance of awns and growth habit characters . 

Vhile the numbers are not very great for each separate heading period, 

there is a total number for tbe first eight periods of 129 be rded 

plants to 131 beardless plants. 

The segregation for growth habit in the F3 families was in 

accord with the segregation obtained in the 2• The breeding habit 

of the plants belonging to the various F2 groups are shown in Table II. 

Table II. The breeding habit in F3 of plants belonging to 

separate F2 heading groups. 

Heading:No. of Famil~es:No . of Families:No. of Famdlies::No~ of amilies 
Period. : Grown. :Homozygous for :Heterozygous for:Homozygous for 

I : 

II 

III 

IV 

v : 
: 

VI : 

VII : . . 

:Spring Habit :Growth Habit inter Habit 

10 10 ! 0 0 

10 6 : 4 0 

10 7 : 3 0 

10 5 5 0 

10 2 8 0 

9 0 9 0 

6 0 4 2 

The plants selected from the first heading period in the 

second generation were homozygous for the spring habit of growth in 

the third generation. Beginning with the plants in the second hea 

ing period there was a gradual decrease in the number of families 

wl1ich weru homozygous for the spring character and a corresponding 

increase in the number of families heterozygous for this character 

as one approachen the seventh head ' ng eriod. There was also a 
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gradual change in the ratios of sprin to int r t 8 &8 on o-

grassed from the first to the seventh head! poriod . In t o venth 

period there were two families homozye,"'ua tor nter oharact r. I! 

the plants in the eighth class had roduced se d in the seoond ner-

ation there undoubtedly would have be n a still l er nWtb r of homo-

zygous winter types in proportion to the n~ber of s ri ty s. 

One can readily see from the data r sented that t r is 

great difference in degree of heteroz gosit of the plants in the va -

ious heading periods . In the first ad in riod all ten of th 3 

families are homozygous for ring t in t e 8econ ix out of 

ten; in the third, seven out of ten; in he fourth five out of ten; 

in the fifth, two out of ten; in t e six ll ni e of th f lea 

are heterozye.ous for growth habit, and in t e ev nth r od fo r 

families are heterozygous for gr bit a o of t m re o 

zygous for winter type . i th t e exoe tion of the six 

iod homozygous forms ere obt ined in l cl .. es 

F3 families ·1ere homoz gous sprin • hi 

ordinary s ri wneat varieties gr in t 

plants hi ch had an earl ' · oadi ie 

hlch .ere homoz ous for a ea rl l t r t 

• rquls rent . 

From the follo in table it 1 b notio d t t 

oorrele tion be een the eadi th 

s produced by the various 3 f~lie • 
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able III. howi th b d. habit of 2 plants toro-

zygous for growth habit . 

Heading Total No . of Total o. of pring 
eriod. Spring Types.: pes . 

I all none 100 

II 154 13 92 . 2 
: 

III 121 14 89 . 6 

IV : 158 39 81.2 

v ; 236 6 3. 7 

VI 187 69 73. 0 

VII lZ 6 66. 7 

ith the exoe tion of the very sli t increase in th fifth 

heading period, there is a very re :ular deer ase in t percent of 

spring t s to winter types ns one proceeds from the first to t e 

seventh heading Jeriod . Here also ther undoubte uld ve b 

a core com lete reversal of the ratios of a a to 8 

in t e ei than ninth oriods , if it had been oaa·bl to r eae 

plants in e t rd 

The 1 plants gro in the field duri t 8 r of 191 

ere not infected , as no rust de 1o d in e field re 

rown. Consequentl no et coul be de of ia nee or 

susceptibility er field coc"it ons . 

he 2 plants "e e extre~el suace tiblc n ro n 

field under an epiue c roduced art.ficiall with sever 1 biolo ic 

forms . 
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The Marquis check plants which are completely susceptible to all of 

the fonns used in producing the epidemic had an average rust infec-

tion of 87.7 per cent. The hybrids grov1ing under t he srure conditions 

had an average rust infection of 80 per cent. This high degree of 

susceptibility of the hybrids growing in the field was to be expected 

because both the Marquis pa rent and the Kanred parent are susceptible 

to some of the forms used in bri~in~ about this epidemic. These re-

sults very clearly demonstrate how a general field epidemic may fail 

to differentiate the segregation for resistance and susceptibility in 

the progeny from a. g iven cross. e most accurate and reliable meth-

od of determining the resistance and susceptibility of hybrid progeny 

at the 9resent time to any given number of biologic forms is to grow 

the plants under controlled conditions and inoculate them with the 

various knovln biologic forms . 

The plants of ten families from each of the first six classes 

and five families from the seventh class for &r owth habit (~ee i0~re 

1) were t ested for their reaction to Bioloe,ic Form I . inis ~rm is one 

which has been carried in pure culture s ince 1916 and has remained 

constant in its reaction on various host plants throughout this period. 

Of the sixty-five families tested, twenty-three ere pure for resist-

ance to this form of rust , ten were susceptible and thirty-two ~ere 

heterozygous . H th such a small number of ~ami lies the ratios are not 
(L 

very significant. There isj\numerical ratio of 23 resistant families, 

32 heterozygous , and 10 susceptible. The ratio of 33 horooeygoos 

families to 32 heterozybous is a very close a.proximation of the ex-

pected 1:1 ratio. The inoculation results are given in ~ble IV. 
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Table IV. The reaction of }~rquis, Kanred and various fam-

ilies of the F3 cross between Kanred and Marquis to Biologic arm I. 

: No . Homozygous No . Heterozygous No . Homozygous 
Class: ;t:Q;t Re~~stang~ ;t:g;r R~~~~tang~ . ;t:g;r Sy~g~~tig1l~~. 

No. No . :1 0 . Ind. : I~o . Ind. o. Families:No . Ind. 
:Famj lies:No 1 Ind 1 :Families : Res . Sus 1 

I : 3 : 102 . 4 96 26 3 82 . 
II 3 . 75 7 184 54 0 0 . . . .. 

III 3 108 4 102 35 3 88 

IV 1 21 8 .. 239 59 1 26 . . 
v . 4 111 4 89 28 2 73 . 

VI : 6 140 3 65 18 1 24 
: 

VII 3 50 2 23 2 0 0 

• 
Total ·: 23 607 32 798 222 10 293 

Mar-
quis ; 0 0 0 83 

Kan-
red. 83 0 0 0 0 

A total of 2,286 individual plants were inoculated. ~e re-

sistant hybrid lants were just as free from infection lesions as the 

resistant Kenred parent . The susceptible hybrid plants were complete-

ly susceptible, producing large, vigorous, confluent uridinia . This 

type of infection was like that obtai ned on t he · • r qu is ~ are nt. ( ee 

Plate 3.) 

In the thirty-two families ;hich ~ere heterozygous in t .hei 

reaction t o Biologic Form 1, there were 1,020 individuals . 798 o. 

these plants were free from any apparent infection while 222 plants 

were clearly susceptible . This gives us an approximate ratio of three 
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three resistant plants to one susceptible. It is not an uncommon oc-

currence to find susceptible plants which have been carefully inocu-

lated which fail to become infected. In mme cases there were a few 

plants which failed to become infected in families which, judging from 

the majority of the plants inoculated , should have reacted as homozygous 

for susceptibility. Upon reinoculation it was found that the lants 

really were susceptible and had merely escaped infection. It is quite 

possible that this has also happened in the case of the heterozygous 

families and consequently it is not surpris ing that the number of re-

sistant plants is a little larger than expected , where there apparent-

ly should have been a simple ratio of three resistant plants to one 

susceptible . 

From t he data just presented it is very evident that the 

segrega tion for resistance and susceptibility to th1s one biolobic 

form of stem rust is of a very simple nature. Many desirable ty s 

were obtained in the F3 which are homozygous for spring habit of growth 

and immune to Biologic Form I . 

Several F selections homozygous in the·r reaction to Form 
3 

I were inoculated with twelve other biologic forms . e results ob-

tained were very striking and consistent . (See able . ) 
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Table v. The reaction of Marquis, Kanred and F3 hybrid fam-

ilies of the cross between Kanred and Marquis to thi rteen biologic 

.forms of stem rust. 

,; 

Bio1. : V~u.:1e~~ Q;t: li;Jl:btiQ.1 

Form. :Ma r-=Kan-= 29: 30: 31: 41: 42: 43: 47: 48: 54: 55: 60: 79: 80:205:181 
=ca:uis=red.= : : . : : . : : : : : : : . . 
: : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : . : 

I: s : I : - : - : I . I : - : - : . - : I : I : I : I : I : I : I : s 
: : ; : . : : : : : : : : : : . : : 

III: s : s : - : - . - : s : s : . s : : : ... ; - ; s : s : s : : 
: : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : . : 

IX: s : I : I : I : - : I : - ; - : - : - : - : I : I. : - : I ; I : s 
; .. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; 

XIV: R : I : I : - ; - : I : I : I : I : I : - : - : - : - : I : - : -
: : : : : : ; : : : : : : ; : : : 

XVII: s : I : I : : I : I : : I : : : : : I : : : I I 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

XVIII! s : ' : s : : s : s : : : - - - - : : - : - : s : s : s s ' ; : 

: . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . 
XIX: R : I : - : - : I : I : - : - : - : I : - : - : I : 1 . I : I : -. 

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
XXI: s : I : - ; - : I : I : I : - : I : I : - : - : I : I : I : I : s 

: : ; : : ; ; : : : : : : : : : : 
xxrx: s : I : I : I : I : I : - : I : - : I : I : I : I : I : I : - : -

: ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
xxxrr • s : s : - : - ; - : : - : - : s : : s : l;) : s : - : - : - : -

: : : ; : : : : : : ; : : : : : : 

XXXIV: s : s : - : s : - : : - : - : : - : : s : : s : s : - : -
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

XXXVI: s : s ; - : s : s : s : s : - : s : - : - : - : - : - : - : - : -
: : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

XXXVII: s . I : I . . . - : I : I : - : - : I : I : I : I : I . - . I : - . -. . . 
: : . : : : : : . . . : : : : . : . : . . 

s - Completely susceptible 

I - Immune 

R - Resistant or an intermediate type of infection 
between that of l;) and I 

From the above table it will be noticed that as far as the 

reaction of the two parents is concerned the fifteen biologic forms 

Of rust may be pla ced into tVIO groups . The first grou s typified 

by orxn I, to whi ch J.Iarquis is susceptible and Kanred i ... immune . 11 
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of the hybrid families tested av reactions I ich re 1 o ti 1 th 

eith r the ~rquis rent or ith red r nt . 1 1 , for 

example , is identicwl in its rust r action to t of nred ith ll 

of the for.ms used , and family 181 is identi 1 in it r t r otion to 

that of ~ rquis . 

The second grou is represented by o.rm III o ich both 

it ill be seen t 11 Of Carquis and Kanred ar susceptible . He 

the pro5eny are as susceptible as eith r 

reaction in this res ct . 

r nt and d otic 1 in th ir 

These results demonstrate vet? d f nitel t. f ct t r -

st sistance and ausceptibill to sev r 1 biolo c form of st 

be carried eith r n a ogle net c ~ctor or , if i diff nt f c

tors , the~ are li ed in e roc ss of se re t ion . 

ith this fact established , it as b inoc -

lating tho pro e from this cross wi 8 le b olo ic to Of 

rust to ;'! ich the nred pa ent lsi une, y h ir ion 0 

this one form to 0 .. hat c . ill r act to 0 r 

biolo..,·c fO s to is .une . In er n 

ber of 3 sel ction e be n obta ned ich re 

and are immune to all (]Ill biolo ic fo ot at r ·o 

which the Kanre arent is .i une . 
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Discussion of Results. 

The results show very clearly the complicated nature of the 

genetic difference betv;een a spring and winter variety of vmeat . The 

results could not be explained very well on a simple mono- or di -Hybrid 

basis. The segregation indicates very minute differences for this 

character between the individual plants . Uhile the time of heading 

was divided into weekly pe riods it was very evident when the tork 

was being done that the differences between the individual plants could 

be determined to within a few days . For practical purposes and con

venience in gathering the data, however, it was decided that heading 

periods of one week would be sufficient to indicate thoroughly the 

nature of the segregation for this character. 

The results presented in ,able IV show that ti ere as no 

correlation between the grmvth habit character and reaction to rust . 

he same numeric relations exist between the susceptible and resist

ant plants regardless of the time of heading. This transfer of t he 

rust resi st ance of the winter parent to the progeny having the gr th 

habit charscter of the sprin parent solved the init.al objective of 

the experiment. Sev~ral thousand st resistant families were obtained 

in the F3 and F4 which are being studied and tested f or desirable ron

omio character s in general. 

These results are of particular interest not vnly in at 

they contribute tx> the solution of the gen-ral problem of breedi var-

ieties of wheat resistant to rust but also from the biological vie·'Point. 

It is an opinion commonly held that winter forms are more ancient or 
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primitive than spr ing forms . Vavilov points out that this opinion 

is based on the fact that so called wild progenitors of our cereals 

are winter forms . Upon close r investigation of these wild species he 

discovered the existence of spring forms as well as winter forms among 

(t6/. 
these wild plants . He states ,A 'As a matter of fact spring races in 

natural conditfons have originated as a r esul t of hybridization of dif-

ferent variet i es of winter plants , and vice versa spring varieties could 

give origin to winter varieties . Both kind of plants can be obtai ned 

synthetically one from another~ 

The wide genetic variability which different varieties of 

,m.eat may have for growth habit explains why spriqs char(!cters may be 

dominant over winter character and vice versa . · ~e segregation hich 

one would expect in a cross depends upon the factors present for the 

growth habit character in the parental material . ~ne mibht cross ~ro 

varieties of winter Wi.eat ··;hich from all appearances see 
bt! 

d to homo-

zygous for winter hahi t an9- in the progeny obtain soroo plants · th the 

spring habit of rowth . It has been s .o n ( 16') that in tne •2 of such 

a cross sprine types have appeared . Like .ise two s jri types r:.ay be 

crossed and some progeny obtained w 1ch are ·inter types . ..:his as 

been shovm (5) in the case of ~vo vorieties of s~r ng barley i t e 

F3 and F of which appeared several •1.:.nter forms . 

In the libht of the above facts and tne data resented in 

this paper it is not at all surprising that va. ious orke shave dra n 

different conclusions re arJ.ing the dominance of sprin an ;inter ci.lar-

acters in wheat and other c ~ re~ls . The large number of selections 

homozygous for headi~ period and varyi all the way from tr.e p.1re 

spring charac ter to the ;ure <inter character demonstrates how finely 
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the differences for ~rowth habit may be divided. Each F3 family (or 

selection) with a different heading period is of a different genetic 

nature. And as soon as these types become fixed one ought to be able, 

by intercrossing the types, to produce varying degrees of dominance 

of spring and winter characters. 

Probably one of the most important pr inciples that this 

study has helped to mark as being of prime importance in any investi

gation on the genetics of rust resistance in wheat is that of using 

pure cultures of rust in t he deterndnation of the resistance or sus-

oeptibility of any given host . his principle was demonstrated by 

Hayes, Parker, and Kurtzweil (7) in 1920 and again by Puttick (11) in 

1921. It has already been pointed out that previous to the discovery 

of the existence of biologic forms of stem rust of ·1heat the breeding 

of resistant varieties ~et with failure time and again. ust because 

a variety of Wheat has shown itself to be resistant to the forms of 

rust in a given l ocality or for a period of years it is no criterion 

that .i t will always be resistant in that looali ty or any other locality 

in which it may be grown. And for the same reason one cannot expect 

to prove conclusively the resistance of any variety in the experi~ental 

plo t unless all of t e rust forms are present vllich exist in t e area 

in which the variety is expected to be successfully gro7n later . One 

can readily see the difficulty~ produci an artificial epidemic in 

the field a d being at all certain t hat a number of forms are present 

in sufficient quantity to have equal o portunity to attack all plants . 

· Even if this were practically possible it would brine about difficul

ties in the synthetic production of a resistant variety. T.his point 

was clearly demonstrated in the work carried on for the data presented 
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in this paper. 

The Fz population was gr own in the field under an artificial 

epidemic produced with several differe~ t biologic forms of rust . One 

of the parents and many of the hybrid plants were resistant to some of 

these biologic forms , as was proven when inoculated with the pure cul-

ture in the gr eenhouse . But , in the field all of the plants for all prac-

tical purpo ses were equally susQeptible . There was no method by which 

one could differentiate the plants one from another under this general 

epidemic . If a genetic study was to be made o~ a given number of biol-

ogic forms in their reaction on certain host plants it is evident that 

the work must be carried on under controlled conditions . 

After the susceptible individuals have been eliminated in 

this manner then t he general selection for desirable agronomic charac-

tars can be carried on in the field . As soon as this desired agronomic 

type is obtained , it will be crossed ~ain with other varieties or sel-

actions which have shown resistance to other biologic forms . ome of 

the progeny from this double cross might be expected to carry t·e re -

si ctance of both of tne parents, etc . , until a des·rable agronomic ty 

has been obtained which is resistan t to all oft; e b"olo0 iC f Jrms of 

stem rust . 

~he fact tnat resi s tance and suscept bility of t e host to 

several different forms of rust has sh~tn itself to be inherited as a 

single genetic factor of reat V3lue in this cross . k anred is cw;n 

to be immune to at least elev~n different biolobic for~ of stem rust 

to date . As far as tested the i~~e progeny have al l of the immunity 

to rust of tne Kanred parent . his fact has fu·ther demonstrated that 

a variety of common wheat may be synthetically produced hich is resist-

and to a large number of the biologic for rus of stem rust . 
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Summary. 

(l) The segregation for growth habit characters in the pro

geny of a cross between a winter and spr1ng w eat is according to en

delian laws. The results indicate the presence of Imll tiple factors 

for this character . 

(2} Homozygous types for both sprin -· and winter characters 

were obtained in the F3. In the F2 so~e plants appeared ~nich proved 

homozygous in F3 for a heading eriod which was five weeks later than 

that of the trarquis parent . 

(3) Kanred is an awned common winter wheat while r quis is 

an awnless common spri~ wheat, There was no correlation in the pro

geny of this cross between awns and growth habit . 

(4) The segree;ation for rust reaction to Biologic orm I 

in the p rogeny of a cross between Kanred and Marquis w eats shm s a 

simple ... :endeliar:. ratio of approximately ree immune plants to one sus-

ceptible plant. f.here is a clear dominance of immunit over suscepti

bility, there being no intermediate types of 1nfecti on wi~ this ruat 

form. 

(5) When the progeny of this cross were inoculated wit sev

eral biologic forms of stem rust the results snnw that t e reaction of 

the host to these several biola ic for.=s is inherited as a s·ngle en

etic factor . 

(6) In the F3 some of tne h ·brid families were homozygous for 

the sprint;' habit of the t.:arquis parent and t .e r~ t resistance of the 

Kanred aren t • 

(7) 1'here was no correlation between the inneritance of gro 1th 

habit and the manner of reaction to stem rust . 
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(8} These facts further demonstrate that varieties of 

common wheat may be synthetically produced which are resistant to a 

large number of biologic forms of stem rust, Rgccinia graminis tritici . 
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late 1 . 
Showing the difference in 
gr tn habit nen spring 
so~v.n between Kanred inter 
wheat (left) and Marquis 

n ing wheat (right) at 
harvest time . 
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ate 2 . 
howing the segrega tion for ti e of headi ng 

in the r quis x Kanred F3 plants 
representing Fz l asses , spring sown. 

Left - 1068 (Kanred) 
Center - F3 Hybrids 

ght - .:.:Srquis . 
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A 
Plate 3 . 

B c D E. 

Seedlings of Kan red , l.L.rquia md F3 families of the cro 
Kunred L .. r.d :.!u.r'i;..t is ino~ul-1ted vi th ..... rust fonn tc which 

!mrnun_, (i.nd ;~ 1rqui s is suscez:,ti ble . 
A, K • .: , i::: .. im.me . B , F3 K ~P·ed x :,br-i..lis , im~ .. une . C, F3 K....nred x 

rl'l J , JBi_;rec; .. tir:..; for s...t.:;cer,~'t:•.tv to r·llst . D, r Kanred X 
,..r .11 1 o...,. ... ... .t j,.,, - "t" "'" .. - • • • - _ ___ .L. ! 'L ., _ 3 

I 
0 
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igure 1. 
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